18th March 2022

THE WEEKLY
FLIGHT
As the weather improves and the signs of spring take hold we have been delighted to have duck eggs in school. Great
excitement surrounded the library as the eggs prepared to hatch. This year we have five eggs, two of which were
marked to show a variation in breed. Mr Biston convinced many of the pupils that one was a dragon egg which from a
health and safety point of view would be a huge risk to fire.
As we in school continue to discuss world issues that may indirectly yet emotionally affect the children, we would ask
that you enable these conversations to continue at home.

On a final note pupils in Years 1-6 have now completed their spring assessment and I would remind parents that these
are one off tests and only form part of the overall assessment of your child’s progress.
Mrs Campbell

OUT AND ABOUT
This was a very exciting week for the children in
Foundation 1. As some of the children went on a Bus
and Train ride. The children walked from the school
to Woodford Station. From Woodford Station the
children then boarded the train to Loughton, in which
they then caught the bus back to school. The children
were very well behaved during the trip and were even
reminding each other the importance of crossing the
road safely. To end the week the children engaged in
Stay and Play sessions, in which their parents were
invited to the Puffins classroom, to come and spend
time playing with them and enjoying a range of
activities.

RED NOSE DAY
Today, the children of Herons donned their red
noses and took charge of a Red Nose Day themed
assembly. As well as highlighting the importance of
this fundraising event run by the charity Comic
Relief, they also cracked a few jokes and performed a
short dance routine. Well done, Herons, you made
Miss Whitestone and Miss Rugeley very proud!

HOW EGG-CITING!
Our pupils have
cracked the case with
the appearance of
mystery eggs in the
library, and have been
going quackers with
egg-citement as they
watched some of the
new ducklings hatch
this week.

WEEKLY AWARD
KINDNESS
Foundation 1: Elizabeth & Nathan
Foundation 2: Deniz & Niamh
Year 1: Eden & Riyyan
Year 2: Angie & Rebecca
Year 3: Muhammad Faris & Kyran
Year 4: Raina & Zak
Year 5: Ruiya & Zunaira
Year 6: Kayla & Tamilore

THE BEST DAY EVER

STAR OF THE WEEK

Herons Class loved their trip to the Florence
Nightingale museum. In the words of Harshith, it was
"the best day ever!" Not deterred by the City traffic, the
children had great fun on the coach spotting all the
London landmarks they had learned about last term.
Once at the museum, the children were introduced to
"Florence Nightingale", who regaled them with tales
about her life as a nurse. They were able to see her
famous lamp and enjoyed dressing up in various
costumes!

Foundation 1: Zaidan
Foundation 2: Lauren & Riishii
Year 1: Ethan & Aliyaan
Year 2: Luiza & Yusuf
Year 3: Nicole & Maliha
Year 4: Molly & Anaik
Year 5: Maliyah & Aran
Year 6: Jenny & Inaaya

DINO-MITE
Mallards and Kingfishers have been dino-mite this
week, trying their hardest with their assessments while
learning more prehistoric information and facts. All the
children enjoyed drawing and painting their own
dinosaur in Art, talked about fossils in KUW and put
together a T-Rex skeleton. In ICT everyone has been
working on programming using Scratch Jr and can now
select different blocks to program their own
interactive story with two characters.

DINO-MITE
In Year 2 science, the children were fascinated by the
results of their investigation into the conditions which
affect germination. Can you believe that the cress seeds
placed in a dark cupboard grew the best?! The
children enjoyed discussing why this may have been the
case and what could be done differently if the
experiment were to be repeated.

VICTORIAN EXPLORERS
The Year 1 children were Victorian explorers this week!
We looked at different household artefacts from the
Victorian period. First, they examined the objects and
guessed what they thought they might be used for. They
looked at objects such as wash boards, flat irons,
stoneware hot water bottles
and many other artefacts. We
discussed each object and their
uses. Using their senses, the
children had to describe what
each individual artefact was
like and had to compare the
house hold objects to objects
we use at home today.

REMINDERS
Parent consultations next week. Please ensure you
arrive promptly for your meeting.
Thursday 24th March
Pre– Prep Mother’s Day Afternoon Tea
Friday 25th March
8.40am - 9.30am Cranes Mother’s Day assembly
2.15pm EYFS Easter Bonnet Parade
No Tea Timers or clubs on Friday 25th March.
School finishes at 3.30pm.

HEARTS FOR UKRAINE
Although we have had assessments all week in Year 6,
we have found time to focus on other activities as well.
The situation in Ukraine is still a topic of conversation
regularly and we have once again shown our support
by completing the First News ‘Hearts for Ukraine’
activity. The children read articles about the war in the
First News newspaper for children and then
responded with messages of support. I was impressed
with their thoughtfulness and the display we have made
of the hearts reminds us daily how lucky we are.

TO UKRAINE WITH LOVE
Year 3 have worked hard on their assessments this
week. We have also been thinking about those in
Ukraine who are having a difficult time, because of this
we decided to write some lovely messages of support.
The children were very thoughtful and heartfelt in their
messages, enjoy!

